
helpful at this stage to invoke  the Article 7 ,procedures 
to take  account  of  the dangerous new situation  in South 
Vietnam-  in the following main respects: 

fDeclare the nonimplementation of political provisions 
and seek a new procedure to achieve, effective action on 
critical points or  to assign responsibility for nonagreement. 

qDeclare that  a condition of juridical equality exists 
between the  PRG and the RVN that  creates  a situation 
of dual sovereignty. 

BFormulate a  set of guidelines as to equal or non- 
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In  April 1971, a special assistant to the Secretary of 
the  Treasury  named G. Gordon  Liddy  represented’ the 
Administration in a panel at the annual meeting of the 
National Rifle Association, Liddy, described by the NR4’s 
magazine the American Rifleman as an  “attorney, con- 
servationist, and pistol shooter,” told his . audience that 
the Administration opposed gun registration and had es- 
tablished an “open, clear dialogue”’ between the White 
House and  the firearms field. “High ranking members of 
the White House staff,” he pointed out, “have already 
held two mutually helpful conferences at the White House 
with representatives of firearms organizations, manufac- 
turers,  and gun publications.” 

The  NRA and its allies are doing well in their battle 
to frustrate advocates of gun control  in this country. Yet 
it  seems,,to  me  that the so-called gun lobby remains an 
enigma to its opponents, who feel on much firmer ground 
in analyzing the  oil lobby, the  dairy lobby, the highway 
lobby and  the  AMA. Most lobbies represent readily de- 
finable business interests, and that makes them easy io 
understand and criticize. General knowledp of thegun 
lobby is m . n e s ” o f A & - t h e “ n a L u r e  
oTits political t a c t i s  the 6- - m 
its %iiXZGare d i f i c u u  

5’he lobby’s shadowy image is perhaps one major 
reason that the issue of gun control itself is so per- 
‘plexing. Environmentalists have won some modest vic- 

I tories over  the oi1,companies in  the 1970s, and consumer 
#, advocates have forced some setbacks ‘on the car manu- 

acturers,  but citizen activists ,have made little hcaihay 
gun c o r n .  1’0 understand why,  it i s  necessary to 

c&sider not only the lobby but  the qualities of pro- 
control advocates, the attitudes of the -American public, 
and the  nature of Congressional response to organized 

Founded- in 1871 by some officers of the New York 
National Guard-who had been distressed by the in- 
eptitude of Northern riflemen during  the Civil War- 

h n d  disorganized group ,interests. 

Michael Harringtorz i s  a Democratic Congressman ,from the 
6th District, Massachusetts. He was elected in 1969 and 
serves on the Foreigrl Aflairs Committee. 

discriminatory treatment of the two governmental en- 
tities in South  Vietnam with respect to aid and loans by ’ 

foreign governments or international institutions. 
IFormulate  an investment code  that requires both 

the PRG and  RVN  to  participate jointly in  the creation 
of any valid arrangements with foreign investors. 

A constructive approach to these four  areas of con- 
cern might avoid yet another Vietnamese blood bath. At 
least, the  international community is obliged to make this 
minimal eifort. ci 
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GUN CONTROL 
‘onal Rifle . I .  , day=umbem”more-tb~ 

c x n  ‘dues-pay- That makes it larger 
( t h - j o f  (the country’s labor unions (the 

Teamsters, the Steelworkers and  the UAW) and  more 
L h a n  three times as big as Common Cause. The as- ~ 

sociation s operates out of its own modern  8lstory struc- 
ture in Scott  Circle in Washington, where it employs a 

’ full-time staff of 250, maintains communications with 
11L:500 affiliated clubs, works on programs  in marks- j 
manship and firearms safety, plans and sponsors thousands 
of annual shooting tournam’ents, and publishes the Amer- , 
ican Rifleman. As  the governing body of competitive rifle 
and pistol shooting in the United States, the NRA 
sponsors the big annual tournament for gunmen, the 
National Matches: Because of its semi-official status,)  the 
association also selects the rifle and pistol teams who rep- 

‘resent  the United States in the  World Olympics and  the 
Pan-American games. Its I impressive range of, activities 

I is backed by assets of $19 million and  an  annual budget of 
almost $8 million. ’ 

The association is  not the .sum of the gun lobby 
armada, however, but  rather  its highly visible and im- 
posing flagship, Central to the lobby’s unapparent eco- 
nomic power are  the country’s gun manufacturers (Rem- ’ 
ington Arms, Winchester, Browning Arms, Colt  Indus- 
tries, Smith and Wesson, Savage Arms, StuTn-RUger, 
Daisy) and gun dealers  (New  ‘York’s dignified Aber- 
crombie & Fitch,  Interarmco in Virginia), which do an 
estimated  annual business of $1.5 I billion., The gun in- 
dustry’s financial support is essential to the NRA, since 
22 per cent of the NRA’s annual income flows from manu- 
facturer and dealer advertising in Americun Rifleman. 

The industry’s money also goes directly into the treas- 
uries of sympathetic politicians. ’ When Common Cause 
successfully sued  the Committee to Re-Elect  the Presi- 
dent  last September to  force’ identification of secret cam- 
paign donors,  a  total of $345,000 was recorded  from 
dominant shareholders of a single gun manufacturing in- 
terest-the Olin Mathieson Corp., whose Winchester- 
Western Division is one of the ‘country’s two largest gun 
makers. This  dollar figure made Olin the fourth largest 
known source of contributions to  the committee during 
the  period  before  April 7,  1972, at which time new dis- ’ 

closure requirements ,went into effect: 
Also charter members of the gun lobby are an astonish-’ 



ing number of national  hunting and sporting publica- 
tions (Field & Stream, with .an  annual  circulation of 1.5 
million; Guns and Ammo, with 200,000; Shooting Times, 
Sports Afield, Trap and Field, Shooting Industry,  Argosy, 
Guns and Hunting, Gunsport,  Gun World, Guns), all of 
them pipe lines to the 21 million Americans  who  par- 
ticipate in hunting, and all  of them recipients of adver- 
tising revenue  from  the firearms industry, 

Surprisingly,  the  lobby includes conservation and wild- 
life,  preservation groups like ’the National Wildljfe Fed- 
eration,  the Wildlife Management  Institute,  the Isaac 
Walton League, and numerous state wildlife and con- 
servation  departments. The key to this improbable en- 
vironmental  link  is also economic-firearms hunters  spend 
about $72 million a year on hunting licenses and $27 
million a  year in federal excise taxes on guns and am- 
munition,  most of which is  committed by state laws to 
codservation and, wildlife programs. 

Finally, the membership ‘of the NRA includes hun- 
dreds of state  and local political leaders, more th’an 
twenty-five Congressmen,  and the President of the United 
States, who, became  a “life member”  in 1957 and wdo 
remains officially on  the rolls, though the  Administration 
claims he resigned after the 1968 election. 

Despite these varied and impressive trappings of power, 
the most  formidable  source of the gun lobby’s clout lies 
in its grass-roots following-those million NRA members, 
21 miIlion hunters  and  an estimated 60 million Amer- 
ican households which have guns. For the  most  part, these 
people are  decent and law-abiding, and  the  importance 
they attach to firearms defies the  arguments of gun- 

~ control  proponents in Congress and elsewhere. 

The views of those who oppose gun control  are 
easy to describe:  people  have the right  to  bear arm; 
for  pleasure and self-protection without  interference  from 
big government; criminals will  get guns  despite gun- 
control laws; all gun-control proposals-whether they ad- 
vocate registration, licensing, record keeping, or anything 
else-are undesirable because they will lead inevitably to 
other  more restrictive measures. , 

- ’ Gun-control  opponents  promote these beliefs through 
sever21 methods. 

They  make use of political contacts in the executive 
branch and Congress, as  the  Gordon  Liddy incident il- 
lustrates. 
I’ They use campalgn  contributions from sources like  the 
Olin  Corp. 

They put the pressure on opposing  groups. This  past 
June, American  Rifleman, in an editorial  entitled, “Say 
Goodbye  to the Y?,” reported that  the  YWCA “had 
thrown its full feminine weight” behind gun control  at 
its annual assembly.. The group’s decision “may turn  out 
to be a self-inflicted financial problem,” the R?fleman 
observed. “The Sportsmen’s Alliance of Michigan, a highly 
active and vocal organization of gun owners, has al- 
ready expressed the’ view that  its members should re- 
frain from  contributing to community drives whose pro- 
ceeds go in part  to  supporting  the YWCA. Others may 
follow suit.” They may indeed, but they probably 
wouldn’t have if the magazine hadn’t given the ploy 
national  circulation. 
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{ 
’ They use their extensive media connectiorrs to mis- 

state the details of proposed bills, and to play to  fears 
about race, government domination and subversion  by 
radicals. In July 1965, when the modest proposals to  
egulate  mail-order sales were first proposed in the  ,Sen- 
ate, Guns-ad  Ammo ran  an article called “The  Real )’ 

I Facts Behind S: 1592” which began, “If you, as a col- 
lector,. hunter, \ \  targer shooter, gun :dealer, gunsmith, or, 

’, small manufacturer, wish to lose you: rights ti, own gun?, 
to go hunting, target shooting, or deal in firearhs, read 
no further.  This bill will ultimately Forifis-catc your - p i s ,  

i t ,  impossible-for ’ you to hunt or stay in 

In fact,  the 1965 proposal, which was not enacted 
ntil  three years later, was a thoroughly mild 

persons selling firearms are now required to 
obtain  a  federal license, the  interstate sale of firearms 
through the mails is prohibited,  and t l k  possession of 
firearms  by  certain people-including convicted criminals, 
aliens residing illegally in the United States, and  mental 
incompetents-is forbidden. The law poses no threat 
whatsover to respectable collectors, hunters,  target  shoot- 

Later  that year, after the  Watts rioting, Guns and 
Ammo editorialized, “In the final analysis, rampaging 
hoodlumism such as experienced in Los Angeles, Chicago 
and  other  major cities may yet be  a blessing in disguise 
which  will do a  great  deal  to preserve our precious right 
to keep and  bear  arms.” 

But most of all, the lobby stirs an avalanche of grass- 
roots  sentiment, usually in  the form of letters. Ultimately, 
as I suggested earlier, it is the lobby’s outside following, 
rather  than  its inside connections, that  most effectively 
discourages Congressional action. The ‘lobby’s ability to 
el2cit letters  from its constituency is phenomenal. 

During the 1965 controversy, for example, the NRA 
sent a bulletin to all its members, Urging them to write 
the  President  and, Congress about  the  mail-order bill. 
“Write now,” urged the NRA, “or’ it may be too  late.” 
Included with the  letter was a list of instructions, en- 
titled, “How to Write Your  Letter.”  The bulletin fea- 
tured  exhortations likk, “Do not  doubt for one second 
the effectiveness of your one voice,” and “If the battle 
is lost, i t  will be your loss and, that of all who follow 

Guns and Ammo chimed in, saying in its August issue, 
“Nothing impresses an elected lawmaker as much as a 
massive amount of mail from people who vote in his 
district. It ,is  the  one proven way to persuade  a legislator 
to act.” 

Journalist  Richard  Harris describes in The New Yorker 
the results the association’s bulletin produced: 

‘-em, ” gun dealers, gunsmiths or small manufacturers. 

i 

you .’, 

During the month preceding the campalgn set off by 
the NRA, the Whlte House  received fifty letters on 
S. 1592 [the Senate bill], divided just about  equally 
pro and con. During the following month, it received 
12,000 letters, all but a few opposing the bill. Within 
two weeks after Orth [an official of the BRA] alerted 
his followers, the Subcommittee to Investigate  Juvenile 
Delinquency  [whlch was handling S. 15921 got 1,400 
letters,  forty-seven of them favoring the bill, and the 
Commerce  Committee [also considering  the  legislation] 
got over 2,000, four of them  favoring it. 



The reaction was pre’dictable.  Sen. Jacob Javits was Gallup poll  showed 84 per cent of  the AIperi%n.pvb&c- 
quoted as  saying, “I have  received an enormous amount , in f a ~ o ~ ~ l ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s - l e ~ s ~ r a f i o n .  In eight  polls 

csndueed DY the Gallup organization between 1959 and 
__? 

-~ 
ot mail,  really  enormous,  almost  unbelievable,  expressing 
opposition to this  bill.”  Sen. Gale McGee of Wyoming 
said, “I can recall no issue, either international or  domes- 
tic, in my tenure in the Senate that has aroused the 
people of Wyoming  as this one.” 

1972, posing the question, “Do you favor or oppose a 
law requiring a police permit to buy guns?,”  those in 
f a v o r . _ b a v e 4 e w ~ _ r d r ~ p ~ - e ~ b ~ ~ w - ~ ~ p ~ ~ ~  

Given these polls, supporters of control say, the poli- 
tician should realize that he has little to fear from the 
gun lobby, that the lobby simply looks bigger than it is 
by generating an intense reaction from its hard-core mem- 
bership,  and that, in fact, the  case for gun control is 
almost  universally  conceded. 

However, a special interest does not necessarily  have 
to convince a politician that its positions  reflect the feel- 
ings of the majority of voters in his district or state. In 
elections,  politicians  worry not only about the views of 
the  majority but about the possible  sources .of the margin 
of victory or defeat. They believe that most of their con- 
stituents make  up their minds  according to their general 
perceptions of a variety of issues,  and that supporting 
a concept  like  gun control is not likely, by itself, to win, 
many additional votes. On the other hand, elected  of- 
ficials  may  sense that the anti-control voters mobilized 

‘ by the  gun  lobby are apt to engage in a kind of  bullet 
voting, and decide their voting  preferences on the basis 
of the gun question alone. This view of gun-control  op- 
ponents and other special interest voters,  which is not 
calculated but intuitive, leads the politician to treat par- 
ticular groupings  in  his  area-union  people,  peace ac- 
tivists,  members of particular professions-with great care, 
especially  if  they  have a high  degree of internal organiza- 
tion. Politicians want very much to avoid  controversy, 
and will go a long way to placate people  who harass 
them. I 

In that case, it may  be  asked, why haven’t  gun-control 
supporters organized to provide the margin of victory or 
defeat in the other direction? The answer, I think, is. the 
same that explains why there is no well-organized group 

L 

d 
Albany Tlmcs-Union (N Y ) to oppose the oil interests on the depletion-  allowance or 

” 

Praise the Law and Pass the Amrnunifionr the  medical-health establishment ‘on national health in- 
, ”- surance: “special interests” can focus resources .and ef- 

, .  

~ Three years later, the deaths & Robert Kennedy and forts, whiIe the “general interest” is by  definition broad, 
I Martin Luther King  triggered a temporary counter re- Ocused and difficult to 

action in favor of gun control, but even then the lobby ’ The pro-gun control forces in this country tend to be 
was so strong that the bill which  finally  passed  was a ernmental agencies p d  officials  concerned  with the 
much  amended  ghost of  its former self. The lobby, how- e areal of crime prevention, religious and civic or- 

ations whose primary activities lie elsewhere,  “public 
re, and chose its targets for bolitical retribution ac- st” and  “citizen action” groups designed to repre- 

he public  against the special interests but spread 
is convinced he lost because he voted for the gun-control ross  the entire spectrum of political  issues,  and pub- 
bill,” said Rep. Abner Mikva, a leading control res  who lend their  names and time to the  cause. 

who lost his  own seat two  years later. American n 1972 the Americans for Democratic Action  as- 
Rifleman, in an article reviewing  plusses and minuses a coalition  which included Detroit Mayor Roman 
of the 1970 elections, began the column by  quoting the American Baptist Convention, Common 
Maryland’s  Joseph Tydings, anothbr spokesman for con- the ACLU, the AFL-CIO, the UAW  and the 
trol who  had just lost his  re-election  fight  in the Senate, n Jewish Committee. In 1968, after the shock 
as saying, “I suppose this will  discourage others from sassinations, former astronaut John Glenn  chaired 
taking on the  gun lobby.” rgency Committee for Gun Control” composed 

people like Warren Beatty, Truman Capote, Joe Di- 

Congress’ failure to support it, ‘control advocates can be Both coalitions were’ modestly funded, loosely  organ- 
expected to point out ‘that, as early  as April 1938, the ized, and designed to self-destruct at the conclusion of 
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At this point  in a discussion of gun control and ggio,  Vince Lombardi and Archibald Cox. 
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the  particular legislative fight then being waged. The  Na- 
tional Rifle Association, meanwhile,, was going full steam 
before they  started  and  after  they disbanded. 

Currently,  consumer groups, tax reform  groups, polit- 
ical reform  groups  and women’s groups all see gun  con- 
trol as  a  desirable goal, but  the issue falls in the  chinks 
between each organization’:  specific program  planks. 
“We’re an organization of somewhat limited resources,’’ 
an official of the National Women’s Political Caucus  said 
recently, “and we’ve had to devote  those resources to 
matters directly affecting women’s abdity to participate 
in the political process. As far as ,gun control is con- 
cerned, I can’t think o f  a  time when the issue has even 
come up.” 

The only  group which. now exists solely to promote 
gun  control  and  organize  for  its  adoption is the  National 
Council  for  a  Responsible  Firearms Policy, headed by 
David Steinberg. Steinberg  is the most  informed and 
thoughtful  proponent of gun control in the country,  but 
because the  council is small and  unable  to  attract’substan- 
tial funds, he must serve as  its only staff member in a  part- 
time capacity. He circulates on Capitol Hill, consulting 
with committees and  interested Congressmen, providing 
solitary  counterbalance to  the NRA’s 250 employees on 
the  other side of the  issue, 

Thus, members of Congress  confront  a  situation in 
which a  special  interest is organized to threaten  them with 
the margin of defeat, [while  the “public interest’’ is  rep- 
resented with tenacity  and de-dication, but  without ade- 
quate backing. Under  such  circumstances, it  “might still 
be reasonable to expect our elected political leaders to 
lead, to take the dangerous but responsible policy position, 
and to find ways to  e-ducate and mobilize those. substantial 
majorities who, according  to  the  Gallup poll, agree with 
gun control. 

In fact,  quite  often  a politician may feel that he could 
defeat the economic, political and media  strength ,of a 
,given special interest-if he devoted a  major part of his 
political capital to the effort. But  very’likely  he will have 
a variety of such  interests to cope with, and  rather  than 
take on all of them, he  is  apt to fall back to one of the 
first precepts of play-it-safe politics: people often don’t 
give you credit  for agreeing with them, but they never 
forget when you disagree. The politician,  particularly the 
incumbent, is likely to settle for the status ~ U O  and  keep 
his boats  from  rocking, 

In my opinion, this outlook  characterizes  much of the 
behavior of Congress, which ordinarily  takes so much  time 
to see which way the wind is blowing that the  storm is 
over  before it ever acts-whether in response to the  war 
in Vietnam, Presidential vetoes of social programs, or  
the gun situation. 

Moreover,  the  Congressional  inclination  toward  cau- 
tion’ becomes  more  pronounce,d in  the absence of Presi- 
dential  pressure to act. The 1968 laws regulating mail- 
order sales passed only after  President  Johnson,  acting 
through people like Atty.  Gen.  Ramsey  Clark, made  the 
matter  a  legislative,  priority.  Attitudes  changed  greatly  in 
the  White House after 1968, as I attempted to illustrate 
at the beginning of this  article. I 

These  points  about  interest  group tactics and  the re- 

actions they draw ’from politicians are probably true for 
many controversies, But it seems to me that  there  are 
attributes of the gun question which make it distinct  from, 
say, the oil lobby  problem and the pharmaceukiaal lobby 
problem. While the gun lobby has many of the  marks 
of a conventional special interest which sets out to frus- 
trate  a widely acknowledged “public  interest,”  quite  a few 
members of Congress are  disturbed by the grass-roots ele- 
ment of ,the lobby, and the nagging apprehension, if not 
the outright conviction, that the voters in their areas  are 
not telling Dr. Gallup everything he ought to know. 

In weighing these apprehensions, it is important  that 
intellectuals, journalists,  reformers  and politicians from 
the  Northeast  understand the regional dimensions of the 
gun issue. Almost everywhere else in the country-the 
South, the Midwest, the Far West, wherever rural influ- 
ences are more pronounced-firearms are basic to  the  en- 
vironment. According to Carl  Bakal,  a long-time writer 
on the gun question, an amazing 59 per cent of individuals 
in the  South own a  gun,  compared to 34 per cent in the 
East. An aide to South Dakota Sen. James  Abourezk told 
the Chicago Tribune, “Our .constituency is  very emotional 
about guns,, Guns are a way of life and  their  attitude  is, 
if you take away my guns, y,ou’ll take my  wife next.” 
The Wall Street Journal wrote, in an editorial, /“Behind 
Gun-Control Furor: A Clash of Cultures,”  “The real 
pressure for gun control  comes  from  cosmopolitan 
America, which sees it as the plainest common sense. The, 
real resistance comes from  the redoubts of bcdrock 
America, which sees gun contfol  as another symptom of 
encroachment ‘by a new, culture,’’ 

The  rural  area  ,representatives  .who  dominate the, Con- 
- gressional committee  structure  through the seoiority sys- 

’ tem may very well feel they  have ample reason to in- 
terpret  those  thousands of letters  from gun-control op- 
ponents as being fairly  representative of their constituents’ 
convictions. To their minds, a “yes” or “no” question in a 
national poll ,,about  the specific idea of “police permits ’ 
to buy ‘guns’’ does not  mirror the complicated feelings of 
the voters back home. I ’  

Similar conclusions have apparently  been reached 
in the White House, where the Administration’s ardent 
courtship of the  National  Rifle Association fits  nicely into 
its “Southern strategy”  and its appeals to “Middle 
,America.” To many politifians, as well as to many other 
observers, there  appear to be a  number of social and 
cultural  factors in American life today which make  broad, 
unambivalent  public  support of gun control unlikely. 

One  can begin by reciting the historical  factors,  unique 
to  the United States-our nostalgia for the  American 

’ frontie,r,’ {reverence  for self-reliance and individual 
strength,  and insistence on a tough  kind of mascdlinity 
in our country’s males. In a  quite pessimistic essay, 
America. us a Gun Culture, historian  Richard  Hofstadter 
writes that “for millions of American boys, learning to 
shoot and .above all graduating  from toy guns and re- 
ceiving the first real rifle of their own were milestones 
of life, veritable rites of passage  that certified arrival at 
manhood.” 

These traditional  inclinations  have assumed a  fresh 
tone of immediacy with the stunning growth of the  na- ’ 
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tion’s crime  rate.‘Millions of citizens genuinely fear  their 
neighborhood streets after dark,  and  the  notion of defend- 
ing  oneself and one’s family, of “fighting back,’, rather 
than relying solely on the police, has apparently ‘gained 
great appeal, despite the proven impracticality and  in- 
effectuality of such efforts. Women enroll  in self-defense 
courses, New Yorb magazine chronicles the growth of 
citizen’ vigilante groups, Sen. William Proxmire evokes a 
national reaction when he stands up to two muggers who 
accost him during his jogging. “I wouldn’t want to see 
a lot of gun-control laws,” a  young volunteer for  a  major 
women’s rights organization remarks, “if it would deprive 
women of a means of defending themselves.” 

An additional  current of feeling reinforces public res- 
ervations about gun ‘control, a current which, if anything, 
is apt to grow stronger in .light of Richard Nixon’s dis- 
turbing use of ,#Presidential power. “Another belief of 
American gun enthusiasts enjoys a wide currency in the 
United States, extending, to a good many liberals, civil 
libertarians, and even radicals,” historian  Hofstadter re- 
marks. “It is the, idea that popular access to arms is 
an important counterpoise to tyranny.” 

A dozen years ago, invocation of this fear of centralized 
government as, a reason for resisting gun control would 
have been dismissed as  near  paranoia. Now,  while Pro- 
fessor Hofstadter rightly describes belief in  the value of 
“popular access to arms” as  both  naive ‘and dangerous, 
the suspicions behind  the belief perhaps  cannot  be so 
easily argued away. Recent evidence has emerged of the 
government’s  illegally wiretapping newspapermen and its 
own  officials, misusing data-bank  information, burglariz- 
ing private offices, and ’ spying on dissident groups. It 
isn’t altogether surprising that many people might hesitate 
to accept assurances that the federal government would 
never abuse  its regulatory powers over firearms. 

The Christian Science Monitor, a consistent advocate 
of gun control, recently featured an article with the head-’ 
line, “Many Gun Owners Distrust Governmentaa When 
considerable numbers of citizens come to distrust the in- 
,dividuals they have democratically elected to office, that 
seems to  me  one of the greatest tragedies which can be- 
fall a democracy. 

I have  been most concerned with describing the 
naturd of the gun lobby. Though’ I have ’ not discussed 

DEMOCRACY IN THE WORKPLACE ~ 

them here,  the  arguments’ for‘ gun control-the statistics 
on the  number of firearms’ homicides; the correlation ‘in 
particular states between strict control laws and low  fire- 
arms  murder rates, and  the history of  effective gun con- 
trol  in  England  and  other countries-are quite well known. 
A question remains: what  can  be  done to advance the 
cause of gun control in the face of the forces I have  been 
discussing? 1 

A wholly satisfactory answer  would require an ad- 
. b  

ditional article, but I can suggest some ways to begin. 
qirst, gun-control supporters should proceed with an 
awareness of the issue’s complexities, and especially with 
respect land empathy,  for  the concerns which motivate 
the grass-roots opposition. 

Second, gun control should be made part of a tough, 
effective anti-crime program  for the nation. Conventional. , 

liberal analyses of national issues have not been cohesive 
and convincing in the area of crime prevention; yet many 
Americans will hesitate at  the most mdes t  regulation 
of I their firearms as  long  as  ,they feel threatened by 
criminals. 

Third, gun-control advocates, should work to elect a 
President who will curb the federal government’s increas- 
ing incursions into individual civil rights and’ liberties, as 
well as institute  an anti-crime program which includes 
gun control. Given the imperfections of Congress and 
the regional strength of the gun lobby, strong  national 
leadership on the issue must come from the Chief Ex- 
ecutive. 

The -activist core of the gun lobby-the NRA,  the 
manufacturers and dealers and  the hunting and  gun pub- 
lications-will persist in fighting effective gun control. 
But the grass-roots element, essential to  the  lobby’s’con- 
tinued strength,  could, in my opinion, be persuaded of 
the merits of the pro-control position. These  people  have 
been grief-stricken by  the assassinations of the last  decade, 
be1ieve.h  the responsible use of firearms, wish to be  free 
of the feai of crime,  and  want to trust their. government. 
In the past,  liberal reformers have had trouble  talking 1 
persuasively to “bedrock America” about gun control- 
or,  for  that  matter,  about  the -welfare problem, civil rights, - 

dissent, the cities, the 1972 Presidential election and 
change in general. However,. these are the people who 
have to  be convinced;  then-progress  in gun control could 
very likely follow. ’ 
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THE HUMA’N FACTORIES 
DAVID JENKINS lation will  give workers the right to make ’ manage- 

ment remedy unusually unsafe  or inhuman working con- 
ditions; grant  tax benefits to companies that distribute 

Paris shares  to employees; strengthen the mandatory profit-shar- 
In an  attempt to cool the explosive labor unrest in  this ing system now in  force; establiski a state-niIi “national 

‘ country, the  French Government is pushing through  Par- agency for ‘the improvement of working conditions” to 
,liament  an expansive bouquet of bills designed to improve press,  for  job  reform,  and  protect employees from unjust 
the quality of working life. Among  other things, the legis- dismissals. One of the more original notions is  a require- 
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